
Removing crayon from clothing…  
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Ever opened the dryer to unexpectantly discover someone left a crayon in his or her pocket?  
This situation recently occurred in our house – not sure if my 2 year old was hiding things in his 
pocket or if another thoughtful little boy left a surprise for me in the hand-me-down clothes I had 
laundered.  Nonetheless, the entire load was speckled with bright orange dots!  Our under 
garments were tie-dyed and my daughter was devastated when her favorite Hannah Montana t-
shirt appeared to be ruined.  What was a Mommy to do??? 
 
Of course, I resorted to the Internet.  I found three articles recommending WD-40 and liquid dish 
soap.  I was reluctant, but I had nothing to loose – the clothes were ruined already.  After ½ can 
of WD- 40, numerous drops of Joy dish soap, a lot of elbow grease and very tired feet, I was 
ready to re-wash the crayon-stained clothes.  To my surprise the crayon was gone!  Mommy was 
a hero!  The Hannah Montana shirt was saved!   
 
I’m not going to lie to you – this process was painstakingly tedious.  I leaned over the washing 
machine for about an hour and I ended up washing the load 3 times to dissolve the WD-40 smell 
from the fabric.  I even added an extra rinse with a double shot of fabric softener to the last cycle.  
But, it was well worth it. 
 

Lesson Learned:  Check ALL pockets before washing. 
 
Here’s the process: 
 

1. Treat each crayon stain with a squirt of WD-40 – let it sit for a few minutes.  For 
larger spots, separate the layers of clothing (put paper towels in-between) or the 
crayon will bleed through. 

 

2. Treat each crayon stain with a drop of liquid dish soap (or squirt depending on the 
size of the stain).  Let the soap absorb for a few minutes.   

 

3. Using a paper towel (use white ones – I learned the hard way that the “pretty” ones 
make a bigger mess), blot/rub the crayon stain out of the fabric.   

 

4. Make sure there’s no crayon in the washing machine. 
 

5. Re-wash the clothes in the hottest temperature cycle that the garments can handle.  (I 
let them soak for about 10 minutes then let them cycle though)  

a. You may need to repeat this step to remove the WD-40 smell. 
 

6. CLEAN THE DRYER!!!  Be sure to wipe the drum of the dryer to remove any 
crayon remnants or you’ll end up repeating the entire process.   

 

7. Dry clothes accordingly.   
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